PHASE NEXT

Global
Expansion
HR TECH ISSUES? SOLVED.

Take Your Company to the Next Level
Increase Sales. Enter New Markets. Understand Your Competitors.
Advisory Services
Take your organization to the next level with
Hive Tech HR’s Advisory Services for Vendors.
Our consultants are at the center of the HR
technology industry. On a daily basis we are
working with your competitors, your current
and potential clients, your partners, and other
consultants in the space. As a result, we are
uniquely qualified to provide advisory services
given our holistic understanding of the space
and current trends.
Hive Tech HR’s Advisory Services can help your
organization:









Get expert product evaluation and
feedback
Successfully enter new markets
Increase sales
Increase customer satisfaction and
retention
Find out how your products ranks
against your competitors
Get insight into upcoming trends
Assess appropriate partners

Hive Tech Connect
The U.S. market is increasingly competitive. You
need partners who can deliver sales. Hive Tech HR
opens up new avenues for your product lines and
provides highly social and interactive venues for
our partners to participate in. The “Hive”, our
cross platform community, is vendor‐inclusive
and supports healthy dialogue between
companies and their future clients.

You’ll benefit from:




New lead generation
Increase community marketing through
word of mouth, peer networking and
customer influence

Hive Tech Mic

ABOUT HIVE TECH HR

Got something to say to the HR tech
marketplace, but no way to get the word out?
Are you looking to create custom content and
social presence on a limited timeline or
budget?
Hive Tech Mic is a custom partnership that
blends the best of your product line with our
industry expertise and experience. We work
behind the scenes to create content and social
media presence specific to HR technology. Our
Hive Tech Mic service is neutral and objective;
giving vendors a much needed third‐party
voice and will get you on a client’s coveted
“short list”.
Allow us to:





Craft a targeted message that
addresses the true needs of HR
technology buyers
Develop a strong presence across
multiple social media channel
Move into international markets
without the high cost of building a
physical presence
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